
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of engineer, senior.
Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for engineer, senior

Manage project planning, development and implementation requiring the
technical and managerial integration of a range of resources (People,
Consultants, Supply Chain) to meet challenging customer and cost
requirements
Ensure that all designs and engineering work is carried out in compliance with
industry, customer and business standards, conventions and quality/safety
requirements and legislation
Lead the development and delivery of projects made up of a number of work
packages, coordinate the activities of a number of engineers and other staff
of projects
Oversees and directs junior engineers and technicians on assigned projects,
including methods and scope of work under the functional guidance of senior
personnel where some detailed outline of procedures and desired results are
given
Leads engineering team in design and development of projects with related
activities to ensure compatibility of design and adherence to specifications
Must become familiar with all AAR requirements pertaining to products
manufacture/remanufactured by GRS
Respond to customer calls in a prompt manner
Visit customer locations and provide training and direction on GRS products
Assist the sales staff to screen and qualify the feasibility of energy efficiency
and capital improvement opportunities
Drive the technical due diligence from initial screen until turnover to the
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Qualifications for engineer, senior

2+ years of experience in a software project leadership or management role
Some traveling required for onsite developer support, in-person meetings
and attending conferences
Proven Root Cause analysis and problem solving techniques (A3, 8D, TRIZ or
equivalent)
Ability to communicate technical information effectively with team members
and others in the work group, employees in other units, customers, and
suppliers
Experience with NPI, EC1, EC42, EDS, CPI tools
Strong aptitude for presenting thoughts and ideas to internal and external
stakeholders


